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In this document, optic and elastic carbon cross section for the first period of experiment
E97110 is presented. In order to reach a small scattering angle necessary for the low Q2

range, a new septum magnet was installed in Hall A for this experiment. Unfortunately,
the magnet was initially defective due to mis-wiring, detail of this magnet behavior will be
discussed in this document. There are two periods of data taking for this experiment, the
first period had the magnet mis-wire problem, while in the second period, the dipole had
been fixed and was properly working. This document only discusses analysis on the first
run period.

1 Spectrometer Optics

Optic is used to relate quantities from vertex to detector quantities. Optic can get from
field map based on a well-known magnetic field. However, this way will take a long time for
computer. In addition, if there is a misalignment between magnets, then it will introduce
a big systematic uncertainty to reconstructed quantities. In order to avoid this, several
calibration measurements are performed to calibrate known incoming particles quantities
by using sieve slits and multi carbon foils. Angular reconstruction is calibrated by sieve
slit where horizontal and vertical angular are well-known. Target foil at different locations
give reconstructed vertex z. With elastic carbon study, momenta are reconstructed. For a
focusing spectrometer with small opening angle, the matrix for optic do not need high order
and most coefficients are zero. But this will not work for non-focusing spectrometer. This
section describes the calibration procedure used to determine the optic matrix elements for
first period of the experiment E97-110.

1.1 Coordinate Systems

A detailed description of the coordinate systems is given in reference [1].
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1.1.1 Target Coordinate System (TCS)

The z axis of the TCS is defined by the line perpendicular to the central sieve slit hole. ẑtg
points to the spectrometer. In the ideal case, the ztg axis passes through the hall center.
The xtg axis is parallel to the sieve slit surface with x̂tg pointing vertically down. The
distance between the hall center to the midpoint of the central sieve slit hole is defined to
be the constant L as shown in Fig. 1. The out-of-phane angle (θtg vertical angle) and the

in-plane angle (φtg horizontal angle) are given by
dxtg

L and
dytg
L

1 respectively, and Θ0 is the
central angle of the spectrometer.

Beam

Hall	  center

ytg
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Figure 1: Target coordinate system for electron scattering from a thin foil target. The xtg
points into the page.

1.1.2 Focal plane Coordinate System (FCS)

The FCS is obtained by rotating the detector coordinate system around its y-axis by an
angle ρ, where ρ is the angle between the local central ray and the ẑ axis of the detector
coordinate as shown in Fig. 2. As a result, the ẑ axis of the FCS rotates as a function of
the relative momentum ∆p

p .

1θtg = tan−1(
dxtg

dztg
), φtg = tan−1(

dytg
dztg

)
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Figure 2: The focal plane (rotated) coordinate system as a function of the focal plane
position.

1.2 Optimization Method

The detector and target quantities are related by the optic matrix elements. The relation-
ship between coordinates (first order) is shown in Eq. (1)

δ
θ
y
φ


tg

=


〈δ|x〉 〈δ|θ〉 0 0
〈θ|x〉 〈θ|θ〉 0 0

0 0 〈y|y〉 〈y|φ〉
0 0 〈φ|y〉 〈φ|φ〉



x
θ
y
φ


fp

(1)

The dipole spreads particles with different momenta across xfp. So δtg is strongly
correlated with xfp

2. For the standard HRS configuration, all the quadrupoles are focusing.
For simplicity, we can ignore the dipole effect, then the correlation between target and focal
plane quantities can be shown in Fig. 3. φtg is related to yfp and φfp. θtg is related to xfp
and θfp. There is no correlation between the two angles θtg and φtg. These relations are
shown in Eq. (1). The mid-plane symmetry of the spectrometers requires the null (zero)
elements. Eq. (1) is the first order approximation. For standard HRS, the second order
contribution are small because the magnets are well made and well aligned.

However, the addition of the mis-wire septum magnet invalidates all symmetries. Now,
all terms become important and appear in the matrix. Fortunately, xfp still represents
momentum. The complete relation between target variables and focal plane variables can

2xfp is the long side of the VDC and (+x) is pointing away from dipole.
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Figure 3: Simple picture of particle positions in sieve plane and detector plane. Due to
three focusing quadrupoles, particles show up in reverse order at detector plane (horizontal
angle). For a constant magnetic field, the higher in momentum, the larger in bending
radius.

be described by a set of tensors. These tensors are polynomials in xfp and can be written
as follow

θtg =
∑
j,k,l

Tjklθ
j
fpy

k
fpφ

l
fp,

T =

m∑
i=0

Cix
i
fp,

(2)

where the Ci are the optics matrix elements for the target coordinate. The indices indicate
the power of the focal plane variables. The matrix elements are determined by minimizing
χ2 of the calculated value and the survey value. The matrix to obtain target variables from
focal plane variables is called the Reverse Matrix. Similarly, we can obtain the Forward
Matrix which is getting focal plane variables from measured target quantities. For the
mis-wire septum, we have a sieve slit hole map for each different settings. Each sieve hole
location at focal plane depends on a specific combination of target variables.

The optic data include:

• Five scans of the 12C elastic peak that cover ±3% spectrometer momentum. They
are −3%,−2%, 0%, 2%, 3%. For a constant momentum, higher magnetic field, smaller
bending radius (negative xfocal) and vice versa. One has to change central momentum
(P0) in order to have carbon elastic peak at different locations at focal plane. For a
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constant magnetic field, the higher in momentum, the larger in radius. Hence, high
momentum particle appear at positive xfocal as shown in Fig. 3. For example, for
setting Dp = −2%, the fraction of momentum δp = Pi−P0

P0
is positive, momentum

of particle elastically scattered from carbon does not changed compare with other
carbon elastic settings, however, central momentum P0 (which proportional to dipole
magnetic field) is lower. This is done by decreasing dipole current.

• A set of three thin 12C foils that cover the ytg acceptance. The foil thickness is 10
mil (254 µm). Foil locations are ±10 cm and 0 cm.

• Sieve slit collimator runs to determine the horizontal and vertical angles. Due to the
complicated magnet, only the bottom two rows will be used in analysis.

For E97-110, the sieve slit configuration is shown in Fig. 4. Two holes are 2.7 mm
in diameter, and the remaining holes are 1.4 mm in diameter. The large holes are used
to determine the orientation of the image at the spectrometer focal plane. Due to the
mis-wiring, only the last three rows are visible at the focal plane, the rests cannot pass the
spectrometer. The four columns closest to the beamline are spaced 0.48 cm apart. The
next columns are spaced 0.6 cm apart. The vertical spacing between holes is 1.3 cm.

1.3 Optimization Routine

Due to the abnormal behavior of the septum magnet, the standard optimization package
for Hall A cannot be used. In this section, I will provide the procedure that was developed
for E97-110 to perform the optics calibration.

1.3.1 Forward matrix

The forward matrix is obtained by matching the measured focal plane quantities and the
simulated quantities to transport to the focal plane using the optimal matrix elements.
The optimization is done by using TMinuit [2] to get the minimum χ2

χ2 =
N∑
i

ydata − y(xi)

σi
, (3)

where ydata are the measured quantities (xfp, yfp, θfp, φfp) and y(xi) = f(δ, ytg, θtg, φtg).
Data from all settings, provided in Table 1, are used to determine the matrix elements.
The forward matrix elements are provided in Table 2. The amount of optic data limits
the higher order terms that can be added to Eq. 2. From these matrix elements, one sees
that the mis-wired septum magnet breaks all symmetries and all terms are necessary for an
accurate transport from sieve slit to focal plane. There is a limited number of parameters
to use for the matrix because of the number of data points. In order to determine which
term to add into the transport matrix, one needs to check the relation between the two
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Figure 4: Geometric configuration of the thin sieve slit used during E97-110. Column A is
closest to the beamline.

quantities of interest. For example, in order to determine how yfp depends on ytg, one
should study the pattern of the sieve slit with different ytg, while other target quantities
are fixed3. Fig. 5 shows the focal plane quantities from data and simulation. All four focal
plane quantities from simulation use the forward transport matrix.

1.3.2 Reverse matrix

The reverse matrix reconstructed target quantities (δp, ytg, θtg, φtg) are obtained from
focal plane (detector) quantities (xfp, yfp, θfp, φfp) by using Eq. 2. The coefficients for
each reconstructed target quantities are listed in Table 3.

The reconstructed δp, ytg are shown in Fig. 6 . From this, we can see that ytg is not
well reconstructed. The ytg resolution (FWHM) for the second period of running of E97110
(with a proper wired septum magnet) is about 4 mm compare to 10 mm here. In addition,
a set of limit cuts (Table 4) are applied on the focal plane to remove background from

3One should choose column D (near the center), a fixed row and choose δp = 0. Because only the first
and second row and small part of third row reach the focal plane, with different choice of θtg, the cross
term θtgytg can be determined.
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E(GeV) Run δp % Z (cm) Hole seen

1.1
-10 1(A,B,C,D,E,F), 2(D,E,F), 3G

1869 -3 0 1(A,B,C,D), 2(B,C,D,E), 3(E,F)
+10 1(A,B,C), 2(A,B,C,D), 3(D,E)

1.1 1816 -2 0 1(A,B,C,D,E), 2(C,D,E,F), 3(E,F,G)

-10 1(A,B,C,D,E,F), 2(D,E,F,G), 3(F,G)
1.1 1866 0 0 1(A,B,C,D,E), 2(C,D,E,F), 3(E,F,G)

+10 1(A,B,C), 2(A,B,C,D), 3(D,E,F)

1.1 1809 2 0 1(A,C,B,D), 2(D,E,F), 3(E,F,G)

-10 1(D,E), 2(E,F,G), 3G
1.1 1863 3 0 1(B,C,D), 2E, 3(F,G)

10 1(A,B,C), 2(C,D), 3(E,F)

1.5 1566 -2 -10 1(A,B,C,D,E,F), 2(D,E,F,G)

1.5 1578 2 10 1(B,C,D,E,F), 2(E,F,G)

Table 1: Optic data with different beam energy, momentum and foil positions. −10, 0,+10
cm are the upstream, center and downstream foils. For each foil seen holes are listed and
numbers are correspond to row number. Map for run 1566 and 1578 were obtained by
interpolating from δp = 0,±3 %. There are total 122 data points. However, only 97 data
points are used to do optimization. Several reasons: the sieve hole is not completely seen,
the bending effect in this hole is strong, adding this hole make the fitting bad. The holes
in bold are not included in the optimization. Data points from δp = 3% have the strongest
bending effect. Because of this, only several sieve holes for this setting is kept.

other areas in focal plane. The cuts are:
The reconstructed angles θtg and φtg are shown in Fig. 7. The angles are not well

reconstructed, because of the limited optic data. The invariant mass W −MC is shown in
Fig. 7, where MC is the 12C mass.

2 Mis-wired septum magnet behavior

The magnet is used to bent particles from 6◦ to 12.5◦. Only the bottom coil of the
septum magnet work properly while the top coil was wired with the wrong polarity, which
bent particles in the wrong (opposite) direction. Hence particles near the top coil, which
corresponds to the fifth, sixth and seventh rows as shown in Fig. 4, are not deflected to the
HRS entrance. At the middle of the magnet (4th row), the net field from the septum is
zero, so particles enter the septum at Θ0 = 6◦ and more importantly θtg = 0 felt no field at
all. So only particles going through the last three rows of the sieve slit (the first, second and
the third rows) will reach to the HRS entrance. Since the distance between sieve holes is
not symmetric around the center of the sieve (column D), particles are bent with different
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Parameter xfp (m) yfp (m) φfp (rad) θfp (rad)

Offset -0.365 -0.049 0.04 0.041

δp 13.98 -0.695 -0.88 -0.033

δp2 -37.4 – – –

φtg -19.23 0.525 1.86 2.531

φtgδp – -30.6 -21.7 –

φ2
tg 41.4 27.7 -10.6 –

ytg -13.9 0.236 1.56 1.585

ytgδp – -18.8 -14.5 –

ytgφtg – 25.1 – –

θtg 11.0 1.666 -1.17 -1.122

θ2
tg -65 10.6 – –

θtgδp – 22.0 29.0 –

θtgytg 183.0 – – -11.7

θtgφtg 237 -7.122 22.0 -29.9

Input σi 9 mm 0.6 mm 2.8 mrad 1.8 mrad

χ2 /n.d.f 1.7 2.4 0.98 1.02

# parameters 10 12 10 7

Table 2: Coefficients for the forward matrices. The parameters are quantities at the target
location. There are total 39 parameters (10 for xfocal, 12 for yfocal, 10 for φfocal, 7 for
θfocal). The number of data points used for optimization is 97. The input σi is determined
by choosing a single hole and applying a Gaussian fit. The terms which are not included
are left blank.

strength. In addition, particles are bent upward (downward) if they are on the left (right)
side of column D as shown in Fig. 8. Further from the bottom row, the effect from the
top coil becomes stronger, while it becomes weaker for the bottom coil. Consequently,
most of the particles could not reach the HRS entrance. Fig. 8 shows the effect of mis-
wired magnet. C,D,E represent different φtg and φD = 0. The red arrows represent the
magnetic field direction. The green arrows show the force exert on the electrons. With
different momentum settings (current settings), the bending will be different. The higher
the current, the larger the bending effect. As shown in the side view of entrance of HRS,
the green band is bent more compare with the red band. The bands in focal plane are
flipped due to the quadrupoles.

3 Elastic carbon cross section

In this section, the analysis of the elastic carbon cross section will be discussed. Carbon
cross section is well-known, so it is used to calibrate optic and acceptance. Analyzing
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Figure 5: The forward matrix used in a simulation to transport particles from target to
focal plane. Vertical axes for left, center and right are φfp (rad), θfp (rad) and xfp (m),
respectively. The horizontal axis is yfp (m) for the three panels. Simulation is in black
color and it is on the top of data which is in color points.

Parameter δp ytg θtg φtg
Offset 0.004664 0.00075 0.037990 0.001692

xfp 0.075442 0.0116 -0.004055 -0.012293

yfp 0.098884 1.36 0.849883 -0.007802

θfp 0.51163 2.28 0.07456 -0.40254

φfp – -1.59 -0.163464 0.627065

θfpxfp 0.389 – – –

yfpφfp – 6.77 – -5.927

yfpθfp – -39.22 – -6.172

θfpφfp – -67.98 – –

y2
fp – -13.36 – -11.326

θ2
fp 5.7609 6.22 – –

φ2
fp – 28.01 – 6.111

# parameters 6 11 5 9

Table 3: Coefficients use to reconstruct target quantities. The parameters are in term of
focal plane quantities. The terms which are not included are left blank

elastic carbon data is the first step for a cross section analysis of the experiment because
target length, target density and momentum are well defined. To study the case of an the
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Parameter Min Max

yfp (m) -0.02 0.03
θfp (rad) -0.03 0.03
φfp (rad) -0.05 0.05

Table 4: Focal plane limit cuts. These cuts use to cut the contribution from third row and
other background contribution.
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Figure 6: Reconstructed δp (left), ytg (center) and W −MC (right). The top three plots
are data from first period for central foil (z = 0) with δp = −2% and without sieve slit
(run 1909). Focal plane limit cuts, analysis cuts (θtg vs φtg to choose 1CD & 2CD, PID)
are applied. The bottom three plots are data from second period (“ideal” situation) for
multifoil (z = −20, 0,+10 cm) with δp = −2% and without sieve slit (run 2401).
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the vertical angle.

extended target, carbon foils are located in different positions along the z-direction. With
several momentum settings of the spectrometer, one can also study momentum dependence.

The experimental elastic Born cross section can be calculated as follow:

σexp =
Nraw

Ntg
× 1

LT ∗Q/q ∗ ε
× RC ∗Acc

∆Ωgeo
,

where:

• Nraw is the number of elastic events after the geometry and detector cuts.

• ε is total efficiency: It includes trigger, tracking and PID cut efficiencies.

• RC are the radiative corrections.

• Acc is the acceptance correction.

• ∆Ωgeo is the geometric solid angle.

• Q/q is the number of electrons that passed through the target.
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Figure 8: The mis-wired septum bent particles with different scattering angle φtg. Column
D is at the center of the sieve slit. The higher the current, the larger the bending effect.

• Ntg is the number of target particles (target density times target length).

RC and Acc will not be necessary in this document because the simulation we will be using
also includes these effects: It simulates the actual experimental cross section rather than
the Born one.

3.1 Simulated cross section

In order to get simulated cross section a same cuts have to be used in data and simulation.
These cuts are the cut to define the solid angle and a cut on W . The solid angle is
determined based on the sieve hole positions. Due to an imperfect forward and reverse
transport matrices, the hole positions from reconstructed angles are not perfectly matched
between data and simulation.

Cross section is obtained by the following steps:

1. A cut on reconstructed quantities select the center of a sieve hole at the target plane.
The sieve holes are obtained from experimental sieve positions (Fig. 7).
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2. The phase space at the target is determined using target quantities generated by
the Monte Carlo (M.C.)’s phase space configuration (no physics event generator:
no multiple scattering, no radiations). The quantities used are the ones directly
generated (not the one reconstructed). By choosing a 2D φtarget and θtarget cut, the
solid angle is simply calculated by ∆θtg ×∆φtg. This phase space is the solid angle
one needs to use for the data.

3. The M.C. is then run with elastic and radiative corrections enabled. We count the
number of events that remain inside the area defined in step 2 and survived with a
cut on the original W −MC distribution, i.e. before radiative correction, transport
and reconstruction are applied, (this number is named tacc).

4. Once the particles are transported to the focal plane, and then transported back
by reverse matrix, the number of events that survive after the cut in step 2 and a
cut on radiated W −MC distribution are counted (this number is named cacc). We
then average the cross sections over all surviving events. The cross section is thus
calculated by[7]:

< σ >=

cacc∑
1
σi

tacc
. (4)

3.2 Experimental cross section

The experimental cross section is obtained with the following steps:

1. PID cuts are applied to select electrons and single track events. The PID cuts for
Right HRS are:

• Gas Čerenkov:
∑

ADC > 350.

• Lead glass counters: Epsh > 0.105 p0, Epsh + Esh > 0.78 p0.

where
∑

ADC is the summed ADC signal of the gas Čerenkov detector. Epsh and
Esh are the energy deposited in the preshower and the shower counters in MeV, p0

is the HRS central momentum in MeV/c.

2. We then subtract the background (mostly coming from the 4He gas that fills the
target chamber) to obtain pure carbon spectra, see Fig. 9. Runs without target were
taken to subtract it. Since the no-target run (background) and carbon run (carbon
plus background) are not taken in exactly the same conditions, a scale factor must
be applied. The scale factor for the background run is:

Scale factor =
PS2

PS1
× LT1 ∗ ε1 ∗Q1

LT2 ∗ ε2 ∗Q2
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Figure 9: W −MC spectrum for single carbon foil. Green is the raw carbon run (1899),
Blue is empty target run (1898), Red is the clean carbon (Blue subtracted from Green with
appropriate scale factor) and Black is the simulation. The width on the left side of the peak
is mostly due to HRS resolution. On the right side, the shape of the peak results from the
convolution of both HRS resolution and the secondary photon emissions (Bremstrahlung).
The larger the radiation length, the bigger the tail is.

where the PS are prescaler factors, ε denotes the total detector efficiency, Q is the
electron beam integrated charge, and subscripts 1 and 2 are for the carbon and
4He background runs, respectively. There is a different in radiation length when
subtracting 4He from carbon run4. However, this difference is negligible.

3. A 2D cut at reconstructed θtg and φtg is applied as shown in Fig. 10. Holes 1C,
1D, 2C & 2D are chosen for the cut because these holes appeared for all momentum
settings. Since the sieve positions are a function of ytg and momentum, the positions
are different for each momentum setting. Table 5 lists the sieve positions that were
used to obtain the cross section. In addition, a cut on the invariant mass W −MT is

4The electron does not lose much energy when crossing 4He compare with crossing carbon. Hence when
subtracting two spectrum, the subtraction is not perfect due to electron energies are not the same (in carbon
position)
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added to select the elastic peak. No cut on ytg is necessary for these runs, since they
are taken with a single carbon foil at ytg = 0. We cannot analyze multifoil carbon
runs because the combination of mis-wired septum and target collimator blocks most
of the events originated from the upstream and downstream foils. At focal plane, a set
of cuts can be applied to choose only area of interest, for example, a cut −0.02 < yfp
to choose only the first and the second row. Focal plane limit cuts are:
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Figure 10: Cut to select the (1C, 1D, 2C, 2D) area from experimental data. This cut is
applied to target reconstructed quantities (φtg, θtg).

• yfp(m): −0.02 < yfp < 0.03.

• θfp (rad): −0.03 < θfp < 0.03.

• φfp (rad): −0.05 < φfp < 0.05.

4. Cut on invariant mass W −MC . A loose cut is applied in order to stay away from
the peak region which is sensitive to secondary photon emissions (essentially external
and internal Bremstrahlung). Besides, there is a small contribution from nuclear
excited states of carbon. This contribution is estimated by subtracting the simulated
W-spectrum from the one for data. The number of residual counts provides the
contribution for 12C excited state. Then we take the ratio of this number to total
number of counts from data within the chosen W cut (−0.005 < W < 0.01 GeV). A
W-spectrum showing both simulation and data is provided in Fig. 9.

5. We then correct for the various detector inefficiencies: PID, trigger and multitrack
inefficiencies. The normalizations for each run used in the 12C analysis are given in
Table 6.
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Hole
dp = -2 % dp = 0 % dp = 2 %

φtg θtg φtg θtg φtg θtg
1C 0.007391 0.045350 0.006894 0.04637 0.006574 0.045594

1D 0.000960 0.047374 0.0005 0.04616 -0.000770 0.042033

2D 0.001425 0.030325 0.005084 0.03367 0.008623 0.035150

2C 0.008302 0.030386 0.01295 0.03641 0.015282 0.039942

Table 5: Experimental sieve slit center from reconstructed θtg (rad) and φtg (rad).

Target (run #) PS LT Q [µC] εPID εmultitrack εtrigger
Carbon (1899) 100 0.996 1575.9 0.98 0.749 0.9994
4He (1898) 25 0.996 758.2 0.98 0.927 0.9986

Table 6: Normalization factors for elastic carbon target and no-target run.

6. Finally, the counts should be normalized to the geometrical solid angle ∆Ωgeo. It
is determined either from the sieve survey (area of sieve holes from the above cut),
or it can be determined from the simulation. For run 1899 with four holes (1C, 1D,
2C, 2D), SAsieve survey = 98.9 × 10−6 sr from survey information [4] and SAsim =
∆θ×∆φ = 90.0×10−6 sr from the simulation. The later is used in experimental cross
section. The difference in solid angles is due to the forward and reverse transport
matrices.

3.3 Cross section uncertainties

The following section lists all uncertainty budgets for experimental and simulated cross
section result.

3.3.1 Data

• Beam current: 2%. The uncertainty on the beam current in Hall A is typically ∼ 1%
[3]. However, since the E97110 runs were usually conducted at smaller than usual
beam current (1 or few µA) due to high rates, we double the typical 1% uncertainty.

• Statistical

• Target length, density: 2%[4].

• VDC efficiency: 3%. VDC multitrack efficiency is studied in [5]. The upper limit of
systematic uncertainty of VDC efficiency is given by the VDC inefficiency.

• Acceptance: 0%. In this document, only single carbon foil results are studied and we
made assumption that acceptance is one.
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• Solid angle: 6%. This uncertainty comes from how well we determine the sieve center,
typically ∆φ = 6.0± 0.2 mrad, ∆θ = 16.6± 0.4 mrad.

This contributes ∼ 8% uncertainty.

3.3.2 Simulation

• Transport: 10%. The solid angle used in experimental cross section does not perfectly
match with the sieve survey solid angle as mention in step 6 in obtaining experimental
cross section. This is due to the imperfect transport functions (both forward and
backward).

• Beam energy: ±0.5 MeV (< 1%).

• Unknown ice thickness: 10 ± 3 mm (∼ 6%). Ice thickness uncertainty from second
period is typically 1.5 mm [6]. However, this number cannot be determined exactly
for first period due to not perfect transport, we double the typical 1.5 mm uncertainty.

• Spectrometer angle: 5.91◦ ± 0.04◦ (∼ 3%).

• Boundary cut at target original quantities (φor, θor: uncertainty on the sieve center
contributes to the solid angle uncertainty): 6%.

This contributes ∼ 13% uncertainty.

3.4 Cross section results

Simulated and experimental cross sections agree within their uncertainties, see Table 7.
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1.1 GeV Run Resolution W cut (GeV) σsim (µb) σexperimental (µb) %

Dp = -2% 1909 6.0× 10−4 [-0.0051; 0.0099] 5583± 558 5367± 429 4
Dp = 0% 1899 5.0× 10−4 [-0.0055; 0.0095] 5639± 564 5020± 402 11
Dp = 2% 1889 4.0× 10−4 [-0.0041; 0.0109] 6822± 682 7133± 571 -5

1.5 GeV Run Resolution W cut σsim (µb) σexperimental (µb) %

Dp = -2% 1636 3.5× 10−4 [-0.00445; 0.01055] 1586± 159 1633± 131 -3
Dp = 0% 1603 2.8× 10−4 [-0.00565; 0.00935] 1615± 161 1645± 132 -2
Dp = 2% 1599 2.5× 10−4 [-0.00365; 0.01135] 2035± 204 1746± 140 14

Table 7: Comparison of cross sections from simulation and experimental for a single carbon
foil at z = 0 with two different beam energies. The W cut is applied to experimental data.
The cuts on simulated W are the same for all runs −0.005 < W < 0.01 GeV. The third
column, the effective elastic peak resolution is a parameter that needs to be adjusted in
order to match the W spectrum between data and simulation.
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